We show N P-completeness for several planar variants of the monotone satisfiability problem with bounded variable appearances. With one exception the presented variants have an associated bipartite graph where the vertex degree is bounded by at most four. Hence, a planar and orthogonal drawing for these graphs can be computed efficiently, which may turn out to be useful in reductions using these variants as a starting point for proving some decision problem to be N P-hard.
Introduction
The satisfiability problem for boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form (Sat), where each clause is monotone, i. e., all literals in a clause are positive or all of them are negative, is known to be N P-complete [Gol78] , even if every clause contains exactly three distinct literals (see the work by Li [Li97] ). Further, Tovey [Tov84] proved 3-Sat-4, where each clause contains exactly three distinct variables and every variable appears in at most four clauses, to be N Pcomplete and showed that instances of this problem where every variable appears at most three times are always satisfiable. Darmann and Döcker [DD16] show that Monotone 3-Sat-4, i.e., the restriction of 3-Sat-4 to instances in which each clause is monotone remains N P-complete. For a general information on computational complexity and, in particular, the concept of N P-completeness we refer to Garey and Johnson [GJ79] .
Unless otherwise stated, we write clauses as subsets of a finite set V of variables; only in one of the problems considered (see Definition 3) we use multisets in order to allow for duplicates of literals within a clause. A k-clause contains exactly k distinct variables and a clause is called monotone if either all contained literals are positive or all of them are negative, respectively. A mixed clause is a clause which is not monotone, i.e., it contains at least one positive and at least one negative literal. A clause is called positive (negative) if it contains only positive (negative) literals. We will refer to the replacement rule Gold [Gol78, p. 314f] described to transform an instance I of the satisfiability problem for boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form into an instance I , such that each clause in I is monotone and the two instances I and I are equisatisfiable, as Gold's rule. In set notation this rule looks as follows: A mixed clause C = C + ∪ C − (C + contains the positive literals of C and C − the negative literals, respectively) is replaced by the two monotone clauses C + ∪{u} and C − ∪ {ū}, where u is a new variable. In this paper, we consider planar variants of the satisfiability problem, i. e, instances I = (V, C), where V is a set of variables and C a collection of clauses C j so that the graph G V,C := (V, E) with V := V ∪ C and
is planar. Lichtenstein [Lic82] proved the planar variant of the satisfiability problem to be N P-complete, even for the case that each clause contains at most three variables and with the additional edges {{v i , v i+1 } : 1 ≤ i < n} ∪ {v n , v 1 } where n := |V | -this variant is called Planar 3-Sat. The restriction of this problem -without the additional edges -to monotone instances remains N Pcomplete, even if a rectilinear representation is given [dBK10] . Other related N P-complete problems -without the monotonicity requirement -are, e. g., 4-Bounded Planar 3-Connected 3-Sat [Kra94] and a variant of Dahlhaus et al. [DJP + 94] where every variable appears exactly three times (more details on these variants are given in the following section when they are used in reductions). We present hardness proofs for planar and monotone variants of the satisfiability problem with bounds on the number of variable appearances. In what follows, by Sat-s (respectively Sat-Es) we denote the restriction of Sat to instances in which each variable appears at most s times (respectively exactly s times), s ∈ N.
Bounded planar variants
In this section we consider planar variants of the monotone satisfiability problem with the main focus on hardness with respect to bounds on variable appearances.
Definition 1 (Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat).
• Input: A set of variables V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n }, a collection of clauses • Question: Is the collection of clauses C satisfiable?
Proof. The problem is in N P, since it is a special case of the satisfiability problem for boolean formulas in conjunctive normal form. We show that Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-3 is N P-hard by a reduction from a restricted version of Lichtenstein's Planar 3-Sat [Lic82] . Dahlhaus et al. [DJP + 94] have shown that the latter problem remains N P-hard if each clause contains two or three literals, each variable appears in exactly three clauses, with one of its literals appearing in two clauses and the other literal in one clause. It is easy to see that applying Gold's rule to each mixed clause of such an instance preserves planarity and respects the bounds on variable appearances. Therefore, Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-3 is N P-hard. Note that for any instance I = (V, C) of Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-3 and any variable x ∈ V which appears at most twice, we can construct an equisatisfiable instance I = (V , C ) of Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-3 in which the number of appearances of x is increased by exactly one by adding to C the clauses {x, u, v}, {u, v}, {ū,v}, where u, v are newly introduced variables. As a consequence, we get the following corollary.
Definition 2 (Restricted Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat).
• Input: A set of variables 
Each variable appears negated exactly once.
• Question: Is the collection of clauses C satisfiable?
Theorem 2. Restricted Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-4 is N P-complete, even if every variable appears at least three times.
Proof. As in Theorem 1 the problem is in N P and we use the variant of Dahlhaus et al. [DJP + 94] for the reduction: each clause contains two or three literals, each variable appears in exactly three clauses, with one of its literals appearing in two clauses and the other literal in one clause. We can compute a planar and orthogonal drawing of the graph on a grid of size n × n in linear time using the algorithm of Biedl and Kant [BK98] . On this drawing we apply the local replacements shown in Figure 1 , so that for each variable the outgoing edges of the corresponding vertex are locally drawn identically (see the dashed squares in Figure 1 ). For every variable we replace the dashed square with the construction shown in Figure 2 ( Figure 2 ) we have to assign opposite truth values to a i and x i . The ring structure forces us to assign the same truth value to all x i , and consequently the opposite truth value to all a i . If x i appears non-negated in the corresponding clause C xi of the original instance, we just use the outgoing dashed line of x i . Otherwise, we replacex i with a i in C xi , and replace the edge {x i , C xi } with {a i , C xi }. The graph remains planar since we only need to reroute the dashed line to a i by using the corresponding dotted line instead. Now, it is not hard to see that the resulting instance is equisatisfiable. Every clause contains two or three distinct literals since we introduced only monotone 2-clauses. All clauses of the original instance are replaced with positive clauses containing the same number of literals. Hence, every clause is monotone and all 3-clauses are positive. We replace every variable with the construction described above, so every variable appears either three or four times; either a i appears three times and x i four times or the other way round. Moreover, recalling that only the clauses introduced in the gadget contain negative literals in the final instance, we can conclude that every variable appears exactly once negated. Now, for any instance I = (V, C) of Restricted Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-4 we can construct an equisatisfiable instance I = (V , C ) of Restricted Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-E4 as follows: for any variable x ∈ V which appears three times add to C the clauses {x, a, b}, {a, c, d}, {b, c, d}, {a, b}, {ā,b}, {c, d}, {c,d}, where a, b, c, d are newly introduced variables. As a consequence, from Theorem 2 we get the following result.
Corollary 2. Restricted Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-E4 is N P-complete.
An interesting question is whether or not we can replace a monotone 2-clause in an instance of Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat with monotone 3-clauses such that the result is an equisatisfiable instance of this problem, i. e., the corresponding graph remains planar. Unfortunately, the replacement rules presented in previous work [DD16] do not preserve planarity. In Figure 3 this is shown for the rules R i in Theorem 1 of this article: Rule R 1 replaces a clause Of course, we can achieve the goal described above by allowing duplicates of a variable in a clause; the clauses are now multisets for this reason. We denote this variation of Sat in which clauses are multisets of variables by Sat * (again, Sat * -Es indicates that each variable appears exactly s times). With this relaxation we show that the problem is N P-complete already for the case that each variable appears exactly 4 times. Formally, we define the following problem.
Definition 3 (Planar Monotone 3-Sat * ).
• Input: A set of variables
so that the following properties hold:
1. The bipartite graph G V,C is planar.
Each clause contains exactly three literals, either all or none of them are negated (duplicates are allowed).
Theorem 3. Planar Monotone 3-Sat * -E4 is N P-complete.
Proof. Reduction from Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-E3 (see Corollary 1).
Given an instance I = (V, C) of Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-E3, construct instance I = (V , C ) of Planar Monotone 3-Sat * -E4 as follows. Replace each 2-clause {x, y} of C by the two 3-clauses {x, y, z}, {z,z,z} (z is a new variable). Recall that each variable x ∈ V appears exactly three times in collection C. For each variable x ∈ V add the clauses {x, u, u}, {u, u, v}, {v, v, v}, where u, v are new variables. Obviously, I is a "yes"-instance of Planar Monotone (2, 3)-Sat-E3 if and only if I is a "yes"-instance of Planar Monotone 3-Sat * -E4. It is also easy to see that the graph G V ,C is planar.
Theorem 4. Planar Monotone 3-Sat
* -E5 is N P-complete, even if restricted to instances in which the graph G V,C is biconnected.
Proof. Again, the problem is clearly in N P. This time we use a reduction from 4-Bounded Planar 3-Connected 3-Sat [Kra94] in order to show N Phardness. In an instance I := (V, C) of this variant, every variable appears at least three and at most four times and every clause contains exactly three distinct variables. Further, the bipartite graph G V,C := (V, E) with V := V ∪ C and E := {{v i , C j } : v i ∈ C j ∨v i ∈ C j } is planar and vertex 3-connected. As in Theorem 2, we may assume an orthogonal drawing to be given -otherwise we can compute it in linear time -and replace every variable vertex locally. In Figure 2 the construction for a vertex of degree 3 is given. The adaptation of the gadget for a vertex of degree 4 is straightforward (see Figure 4) . For details on the gadgets see the proof of Theorem 2. Every clause of the original instance I contains exactly three variables, and is monotone after the local replacements. Further, every variable vertex of I is replaced. Thus, by showing that after using a gadget G for a local replacement, we can duplicate literals in the clauses of G so that every clause of G contains exactly three literals and every variable of G appears exactly 5 times in the final instance, these properties follow globally for the final instance. Recall that duplication of a literal within a clause is now possible. Now, the reasoning is identical for both gadgets: We consider the ring structure of a gadget in the clockwise direction. For a i and x i recall that depending on the instance either a i or x i has degree 3 and the other one has degree 4. We always duplicate x i in the clause on the right of the corresponding variable vertex (on the bottom of Figure 4 this clause is drawn on the left). For the two clauses drawn between a i and x i we have two cases: If the degree of the vertex x i is 5 after the just described duplication, we duplicate a i in the upper clause andā i in the lower clause. Since in this case a i must have had degree 3 before the duplication, it now has degree 5 as well. Otherwise both x i and a i have degree 4 and we duplicate, e. g., x i in the upper clause andā i in the lower clause. Again both variable vertices have now degree 5. Doing this for every pair (a i , x i ) in the ring structure yields an equisatisfiable construction with the desired properties.
The resulting graph is biconnected since the graph in the instance I is vertex 3-connected and the gadget we used for the local replacement in the construction of the instance of Planar Monotone 3-Sat * -E5 is (obviously) biconnected. 
Conclusion
We have shown N P-completeness for several planar variants of the monotone satisfiability problem for boolean formulae in conjunctive normal form involving bounds on the number of times a variable may appear in the formula. The variants considered in Theorem 1 and 2 have an associated bipartite graph with vertex degree bounded by three and four, respectively. Further, we have shown that these variants remain hard, even if restricted to instances in which every variable appears exactly as often in the collection of clauses as the upper bound for the variables allows. Thus, planar and orthogonal drawings of these graphs exist and can be computed efficiently (see the work by Biedl and Kant [BK98] ), which may be useful when using these variants as a starting point for a reduction in a N P-hardness proof. Moreover, the variant proven to be N P-complete in Theorem 3 has the property that each clause contains exactly three, not necessarily distinct, literals and every variable appears exactly four times in the collection of clauses. Finally, the variant shown to be N P-complete in Theorem 4 differs from the one considered in Theorem 3 in the way that every variable is required to appear exactly five times and the corresponding planar graph is biconnected. An interesting open question remains: If we require every clause to contain exactly three distinct variables, is there a number s ∈ N such that Planar Monotone 3-Sat-s is N P-hard and if so, what is the smallest number with this property (clearly, s ≥ 4)? In order to show the first part it would suffice to find a finite set of monotone 3-clauses similar to the sets used in the replacement rules in previous work [DD16] (these rules do not preserve planarity) and a planar drawing thereof such that the variable with the forced truth value is drawn on the outer face. The latter property ensures that we can add this variable to a 2-clause without destroying planarity.
